RENEWAL AND ACCELERATION with Data

NDE Bulletin
NDE Bulletin

- NDE Bulletin system is used to share up-to-date information regarding a wide variety of programs and processes happening at NDE.
  - Data collection information
  - Grant information/grant deadlines
  - Application updates
  - Conference and Workday notifications
  - and much more
Staff who do not currently have access, can subscribe now:

- https://www.education.ne.gov/bulletin

Then click on envelope icon
• Individuals can change their subscription at any time
  • Click on the Envelope icon or
  • Link at the bottom of a recent bulletin item (Manage Subscription)

• Frequency of delivery:
  • Right Away
  • Daily Digest
  • Weekly Digest (every Thursday afternoon)
    • Items that were sent out Friday-Wednesday via right away/daily will not be sent out until the next Thursday for those selecting the weekly option.
• Which categories of updates do you wish to receive?

Which categories of updates do you wish to receive?
(This can be changed later. If you are already subscribed, please use the manage link in your email to change your preferences.)

- [ ] Send me all items
- [ ] Educational Service Unit [8 SUBCATEGORIES]
- [ ] Nonpublic System [5 SUBCATEGORIES]
- [ ] Postsecondary [4 SUBCATEGORIES]
- [ ] Public School District [10 SUBCATEGORIES]
- [ ] Rule 18 [3 SUBCATEGORIES]
- [ ] Special Purpose Schools [9 SUBCATEGORIES]

Uncheck Send me all items to see a list of all available categories.
NDE Bulletin – Sub-categories

• Which sub categories of updates do you wish to receive?

  Public categories listed here as example.
  You can select any category or sub categories you wish to receive
  • ADVISER
  • AQuESTT
  • Consolidated Data Collections (CDC)
  • Data Collections
  • GMS
  • ADVISER Person ID
  • Staff Reporting
  • Special Education
  • Career and Technical Education
  • Other
In addition, all active and relevant bulletin items will continue to be visible on the NDE Bulletin webpage.

- https://www.education.ne.gov/bulletin

Also “View all current bulletins” by clicking on the link at the bottom of a recent bulletin item.
Resources

ADVISER Resources
https://www.education.ne.gov/dataservices/adviser-resources/

ADVISER Google website
https://sites.google.com/a/education.ne.gov/adviser-early-adopter-program/

District ADVISER monthly zoom meetings
https://sites.google.com/a/education.ne.gov/adviser-early-adopter-program/home/calendar

Launch Nebraska
https://www.launchne.com/
Helpdesk Support

• ADVISERHelp@nebraskacloud.org
Thank You